Press Release

CHINA MADE HEROINE WORTH SIX CRORE SEIZED BY SSB

New Delhi-19 May 2017 - The Sashastra Seema Bal (SSB) has seized 900 gms Double Tiger China made Heroine worth six crore and also apprehended a person namely Lal Bahaudur Sardar, Vill-Mayaganj, District- Morang (Nepal).

On the specific input about the movement of an illegal consignment of narcotics, a trap was laid on Sonamani Godam area in the intervening night of 17/05/2017 and 18/05/2017. At about 0245hrs one person was intercepted by personnel of SSB, on asking him to stop for frisking he tried to escape taking advantage of darkness but the alert troops manage to overpower him and he was apprehended. During the physical search one plastic carry bag having 02 packets of Double Tiger China Heroine was recovered from his possession. On questioning he revealed that he was sent by his handler based in Nepal to hand over the packets of heroine to a smuggler based in India at Assisi Ghat Bridge PS-Jogbani.

The apprehended person and seized Double Tiger China made Heroine were handed over to Out Post -Sonamani Godam under PS- Jogbani, District- Araria (Bihar). Other major revelations are expected to come out in the interrogation by the police.
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